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The Simon & Schuster Guide to the Wines of Spain
1992

between vineyards and traditions discovering the wines of spain is a work that invites readers
to embark on a sensory journey through spain s diverse and rich oenological palette this book
is not just a guide to spanish wines it is a tribute to the deep connection between land
tradition and innovation that defines viticulture in this country through its pages readers
will explore the most iconic wine regions from the rolling hills of rioja to the rugged
terraces of priorat discovering the secrets behind each bottle with a focus on the experience
of wine as a cultural and sensory expression this book unfolds a mosaic of stories ancestral
techniques and the latest innovations that make spanish wines some of the most prized
worldwide a sensory journey through spain s enological wealth not only offers insights into
wine selection and tasting but also immerses the reader in the art of wine pairing wine
festivals and the growing trend of wine tourism showing how wine is intertwined with spain s
gastronomy culture and economy

Between Vineyards and Traditions: Discovering the Wines of
Spain
2024-03-26

wines of spain covers everything a wine enthusiast needs to know about the wine regions of
spain and their producers in the introductory section the anatomy of spanish wine is explained
alongside information on the laws and labels demystifying the large range of official seals
and wording found on spanish wine labels also provided are helpful tips for visitors when
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ordering wines and other drinks in spain

The Wines of Spain
1986-01

the transformation of the spanish wine industry over the last 20 years has been astonishing
from a state of very considerable decay it has re invented itself with great vigour and style
four decades ago such reputation as the wines of spain had rested on the declining quality of
sherry and the occasional majestic rioja towering above the surrounding sea of mediocre
oxidised table wines how things have changed exclaims julian jeffs in the introduction to his
valuable the wines of spain the latest addition to faber and faber s series of wine books over
the course of two years jeffs put in a great deal of intensive research in spain travelling
the length and breadth of the country visiting growers and tasting their wines the effort has
paid off in a wealth of engrossing detail the volume is organised into sections dealing with
the main provinces or geographical regions aragon catalunya andalucia and so on then within
those by the individual denominacion de origen do within each do the leading or most
interesting bodegas are profiled allowing jeffs to build up a cumulative portrait of the
regional characters especially evocative are the portions of the book dealing with the ancient
and distinguished sherry houses in andalucia many of them of course founded in the 18th or
19th centuries by british or irish merchants the account of the great bodegas vega sicilia in
castilla is emblematic of the progress of the entire spanish wine industry producing some of
the world s finest wine up to the 1920s it fell into poor practices and the quality and
reliability of the wine suffered badly under the modernising current owners the wine has
regained its former reputation according to julian jeffs vega sicilia is on a wagnerian scale
with all that master s subtlety and complexity robin davidson this text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title
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The Wines of Spain
2006-05-18

a concise easy to read book with information of all the wine producing areas in spain
including description of the various origin denominations grapes production surface and much
more

WINES FROM SPAIN: D.O. /D.O.C. WINE PRODUCING AREAS IN SPAIN
2012-02-08

wine lovers everywhere are starting to realize what the pros have known for some time spain
delivers some of the world s highest quality wines for the money the big question many
consumers have though is where to start in their spanish wine journey decoding spanish wine a
beginner s guide to the high value world class wines of spain cuts through the jargon and
complexities to present the grapes regions and culture of spain in a concise approachable
format that will have beginning and middle stage wine consumers on their way to becoming
spanish wine pros learn about the different types of grapes used in spanish wines along with
the classifications listed on the bottle understand the main regions producing wine and how
their culture and methods differ so you can better find wines that suit your tastes discover
how you can visit a wine shop or restaurant and uncover some of the best bargains most
importantly have fun while you re doing it broadening your wine horizons doesn t have to
involve bulling your way through a dense collection of mindnumbing facts written in an
entertaining easy to digest fashion decoding spanish wine includes the core info you need to
get started on your journey to enjoying a new world of exciting high value wine from one of
the planet s greatest wine producing countries
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The Wines of Spain
1983

there s nodoubt about it spain is the most exciting country in europe when it comes towine as
europe s second most mountainous country with exposure to seas andoceans on every side it s
very diverse in terroir culture language andlifestyle innorthern spain there are four main
wine producing areas rioja galicia catalonia and ribera del duera in castilla y leon each is
unique and producesfine wines with its own denomination of origin guarantee the heart ofwine
producing northern spain is rioja which has produced high quality winesfor centuries in the
1800s rioja benefited from its alliance with bordeaux conferring technological advantages
unknown to other spanish regions butquality doesn t stop in rioja navarra is home to many of
the most modern andcutting edge producers calatayud and campo de borja are home to some of
thegreatest grenache vineyards in the world outside of the southern rhone andpriorat and the
surrounding area of montsant in catalonia produce some of therenowned spanish wines sarah
janeevans the world s leading authority on the wines of spain begins with ahistory of the
region from phylloxera the replanting of different andinternational varieties through the
aftermath of the civil war and the effectson the wine industry to recovery and innovation in
late 20th century thepromise of the 21st century and the rediscovery of indigenous varieties
aswell as a quick detour through the recent effects of the economic crisis shethen takes the
sub regions in turn starting with a profile before opening outinto discussion of the key
producers and their top wines evans surefootedguide to the wines of northern spain is an
essential companion for anyoneinterested in spanish wine from students and professionals to
interested winetourists
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Decoding Spanish Wine
2019-01-24

this fully revised and updated reference book is a definitive guide to spain s key wine
regions producers and wines with up to date information on spain s new wine laws and twelve
maps it s a must have for wine lovers comprehensive a z listings give producer details star
ratings and tourist information on local cuisine restaurants and hotels

Journal of a Tour Through Some of the Vineyards of Spain and
France
1833

picturesque rioja spain s most prominent wine region is a new world within a very old world
winemaking here dates to roman and medieval times and today modern wineries designed by gehry
calatrava and other celebrity architects flourish alongside traditional villages lavishly
illustrated with photographs of the people and landscape and with detailed maps this guide
ranges over a diverse area from rioja to navarra bierzo galicia and the basque country as it
explores winemaking from the ancient to the traditional and modern written by a trio of
experts on spanish wine it provides insider information on a region home to spain s finest
tempranillo its prestigious albariño and many other indigenous grape varieties such as
garnacha mazuelo and viura the authors look in depth at topics including climate and soil
grape varieties and viticulture and profile more than 85 individual wineries they also include
information not available elsewhere several top ten lists plus secret addresses for the best
restaurants and shops in which to find aged and historic vintages of rioja
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The Wines of Northern Spain
2018-04-27

this brand new second edition of the new spain is the only up to date illustrated reference to
spanish wines john radford takes the reader on a region by region tour of spain s rapidly
changing vineyards and wineries all aspects of spanish wines are covered in depth from soil
types and vineyard classification to the most innovative bodegas and newest styles of red
white and sparkling wines there are comprehensive producer profiles for each wine region as
well as tips on the best wines available and an easy to use glossary of spanish wine terms
more than 150 color photographs and detailed maps showing the location of all wine regions
complete this indispensable book

The New Wines of Spain
1988

publisher description the history of sherry making descriptions of the cellars and their proud
owners lore and pageantry are all developed in this illustrated book millner also explains the
solera process and the varieties of sherry ranging from the dryest fino to the sweet heavy
bodied creams other chapters are devoted to spanish brandies american sherries and recipes for
food and drink employing sherry a list of importers is included and a generous selection of
photographs and labels
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The Wines of Spain and Portugal
1991-01-01

a spanish cook and wine merchant presents recipes for traditional spanish dishes for every
meal course and suggests appropriate spanish wines

Wines of Spain
2005

now in its 32nd edition this is the definitive guide to spanish wine now in its 32 edition the
peñín guide is the ultimate guide to spanish wine each year our team of tasters travels to
every wine growing area of spain to taste and review new varieties labels and vintages this
year s edition of the guide covers around 9 200 new wines whatever your budget the guía peñín
is the essential guide for those who want to discover the best of spanish wine

The Finest Wines of Rioja and Northwest Spain
2011

i traveled over the course of almost two years with photographer estanis núñez an old friend
of mine just like we used to in our rock n roll days taking photos eating and drinking
together this book contains 14 profiles of vignerons each of them different spanning most of
the wine producing regions of spain there are others but this is my personal selection their
profiles talk about the history landscape vineyards cuisine passion and tradition of their
region you won t find tannins anthocyanins vintages points or tasting notes here i am hardly
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going to talk about wine at all but you will find the often forgotten human side and the
context of what is in the bottle including local cuisine where wine plays an important role as
well as each winegrower s personal take on it their main aim in life is to portray the
uniqueness of their vineyards villages and landscapes through a bottle of wine wine that can
transport you back to the time and place it was produced the moment you drink it these are the
new vignerons a new generation of spanish winegrowers

The Wines of Spain and Portugal
1973-01-01

penin guide to spanish wine 2015 is the most comprehensive and widely read guide to spanish
wine with ratings on almost 11 000 wines and information about 2 000 top wineries this
essential reference book includes the latest vintages and wines ready for release in 2015
visiting wineries across spain and tasting a range of regional wines to suit all palettes and
price tags providing independent and informative evaluations featuring a best value wine index
as an aid to purchasing in stores and restaurants this fantastic compilation also explores
wine growing taking into account regional environmental factors such as soil climate and grape
variety whilst instructing readers on the basics of wine tasting with advice on the best way
to store and appreciate wine this is an invaluable guide for both professionals and
enthusiastic amateurs grupo penin is the best known and most influential authority on grapes
and wine production in spain with over 20 editions the penin guide is the most successful wine
book on spanish wines in the market it has been awarded the jury special prize for the best
wine guide in the 2007 gourmand book prizes selling points now in its 25th edition this is the
definitive guide to spanish wine each year a team of tasters travels to every wine growing
area of spain to taste and review new varieties labels and vintages and this year s edition of
the guide contains information on almost 11 000 new wines whatever your budget this is the
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indispensable guide for those who want to discover the best of spanish wine

The Foods and Wines of Spain
1988

from traditional world famous bodegas to new futuristic wineries this invaluable guide
guarantees any lover of northern spanish wines a wonderful wine finding trip after exploring
the geography of the region complete with advice on getting around finding the best hotels and
selecting great local cuisine it discusses tours of the wine areas and explores the individual
wines from the exciting whites of rias baixas to the historic reds of rioja handy hints
throughout help you arrange visits to the finest producers and discover other places of
interest nearby

The New Spain
2004

vino explores the history and identity of spanish wine production from the mid nineteenth
century to today nineteenth century infestations of oidium fungus and phylloxera aphids
devastated french and italian vineyards but didn t extend to the iberian peninsula at first
giving spanish vintners the opportunity to increase their international sales once french and
italian wineries rebounded however spanish wine producers had to up their game spain could not
produce only table wine it needed a quality product to compete with the supposedly superior
french wines after the spanish civil war the totalitarian franco regime turned its attention
to spain s devastated agricultural sector but the country s wine industry did not rebound
until well after world war ii in the postwar years it rebranded itself to compete in a more
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integrated european and international marketplace with the creation of a new wine identity as
european integration continued spanish wine producers and the tourism industry worked together
to promote the uniqueness of spain and the quality of its wines karl j trybus explores the
development of spanish wine in the context of national and global events tracing how the wine
industry has fared and ultimately prospered despite civil war regional concerns foreign
problems and changing tastes

Adventures in Taste
1972

now in its 26th edition this is the definitive guide to spanish wine each year a team of
tasters travels to every wine growing area of spain to taste and review new varieties labels
and vintages and this year s edition of the guide contains information on almost 11 000 new
wines whatever your budget this is the indispensible guide for those who want to discover the
best of spanish winepe n guide to spanish wine 2016 is the most comprehensive and widely read
guide to spanish wine with ratings on almost 11 000 wines and information about 2 100 top
wineries this essential reference book includes the latest vintages and wines ready for
release in 2016 visiting wineries across spain and tasting a range of regional wines to suit
all palettes and price tags providing independent and informative evaluations featuring a best
value wine index as an aid to purchasing in stores and restaurants this fantastic compilation
also explores wine growing taking into account regional environmental factors such as soil
climate and grape variety whilst instructing readers on the basics of wine tasting with advice
on the best way to store and appreciate wine this is an invaluable guide for both
professionals and enthusiastic amateurs grupo pe n is the best known and most influential
authority on grapes and wine production in spain with over 25 editions the pe n guide is the
most successful wine book on spanish wines in the market it has been awarded the jury special
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prize for the best wine guide in the 2007 gourmand book prizes

Guide to the Wines of Spain and Portugal
1977

spain has more land under vine than any other country in europe and over the past thirty years
has transformed its wine industry into one of the greatest in the world using a unique
combination of native and imported grape varieties spain now produces a wide range of quality
wines yet its wine regions and villages many of which are located in unspoiled and remote
areas remain relatively unknown the authors introduce the wine loving traveller to these
regions providing a background to their wines and leading bodegas or wineries

Sherry, the Golden Wine of Spain
1984

over the last decade spain s most classic and widely recognized wine region rioja has
experienced a tumultuous evolution in its wine industry this book documents the changes in
wine law the heated debates between the network of estates bodegas and growers and the
problems of overproduction all aspects of the wines of rioja are covered in detail from the
traditional estates to the most innovative bodegas to the newest styles of red and white wines
available there are comprehensive indepth profiles of producers and their wines with opinions
and observations from the world s most recognized expert on spanish wine
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The Wines of Spain & Portugal
1988

the most widely read and complete spanish wine guide includes a free access code for the
premium subscription to guiapenin wine with ratings on around 9 900 wines and information on 2
000 wineries now in its 34th edition the guía peñín is the ultimate guide to spanish wine each
year our team of tasters travel to every wine growing area of spain to taste and review new
varieties labels and vintages this year s edition of the guide covers around 9 900 new wines
whatever your budget the guía peñín is the essential guide for those who want to discover the
best of spanish wine

The Spanish Table
1986

now in its 30th edition this is the definitive guide to spanish wine contains information on
11 800 new wines includes a free web code that allows access to the grupo peñín online
database of wines now in its 30th edition the peñin guide spanish wine 2020 is the definitive
guide to spanish wine each year our team of tasters travels to every wine growing area of
spain to taste and review new varieties labels and vintages and this year s edition of the
guide contains information on more than 11 800 new wines whatever your budget the peñín guide
is the indispenaible guide for those who want to discover the best of spanish wine
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Guide to the Wines of Spain
1990

contains info on both the established up coming bodegas in spain as well as their recent
vintages listed alphabetically by region each wine is described in detail includes vintage
info the names of the most reliable producers each chapter contains a map an intro to the
region concludes with a list of regional food specialties recommended wines to drink with them
also included is info on the anatomy of spanish wines details on spanish wine laws labels a
glossary of spanish wine terms chapters on sherries sparkling wines spirits aromatic wines
liqueurs tips for the traveler in spain

The Wines of Spain
1972-01-01

spain has more land under vine than any other country in europe and over the past thirty years
has transformed its wine industry into one of the greatest in the world using a unique
combination of native and imported grape varieties spain now produces a wide range of quality
wines yet its wine regions and villages many of which are located in unspoiled and remote
areas remain relatively unknown the authors introduce the wine loving traveler to these
regions providing a background to their wines and leading bodegas or wineries

Journal of a recent visit to the principal vineyards of Spain
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and France
1834

now in its 31st edition this is the definitive guide to spanish wine includes a free web code
that allows access to the grupo peñín online database of wines now in its 31st edition the
peñin guide spanish wine 2021 is the definitive guide to spanish wine each year our team of
tasters travels to every wine growing area of spain to taste and review new varieties labels
and vintages and this year s edition of the guide contains information on more than 10 500 new
wines whatever your budget the peñín guide is the indispensable guide for those who want to
discover the best of spanish wine

The New & Classical Wines of Spain
2002

Penin Guide Spanish Wine 2022
2021-10-11

The new vignerons
2018-01-18
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Penin Guide to Spanish Wine 2015
2014-10

Northern Spain
2006

¡Vino!
2023-10

Peñín Guide to Spanish Wine 2016
2015-10

Traveller's Wine Guide to Spain
2011-06-01
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Cwl Wines Of Rioja Ebook
2004-11-18

Peñin Guide Spanish Wine 2024
2023-11-22

Penin Guide Spanish Wine 2020
2020-01-06

Wines and Vineyards of Spain
1982

The Simon and Schuster Guide to the Wines of Spain
1992-06-01
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Grapes and Wine
1848

A Traveller's Wine Guide to Spain
2011-04-01

Penin Guide Spanish Wine 2021
2020-12-31
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